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Reasoning with Logic Programming (Lecture Notes in Computer Science / Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence)Springer, 1996

	The present book 1 provides a rigorous treatment and coherent presentation of
	the consolidated results of the authors' work, over the past four years, on the
	employment of logic programming as a representational and reasoning tool.
	It comes out of a background of a world-wide research effort for at least the
	past six years on the...
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Blender 3D 2.49 Incredible MachinesPackt Publishing, 2009
Blender 3D provides all the features you need to create super-realistic 3D models of machines for use in artwork, movies, and computer games. Blender 3D 2.49 Incredible Machines gives you step-by-step instructions for building weapons, vehicles, robots, and more.

This book will show you how to use Blender 3D for mechanical modeling and...
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Jackfruit: A Bicycle Quest Through Latin AmericaBooklocker.com, 2009
Bicycling across Latin America, adventurer David Nghiem explores the depth of human intuition while investigating ancient symbols and mysteries. He surveys the effects of globalization, enduring crocodiles and gun shots as he faces his greatest challenge - surviving the journey!

I lay sweating on my back in the tent, naked, my diving...
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Anticipatory Optimization for Dynamic Decision Making (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2011

	Anticipatory optimization for dynamic decision making relies on a number of different
	scientific disciplines. On a general level, the foundations of the field may be
	localized at the intersection of operations research, computer science and decision
	theory. Closer inspection reveals the important role of branches such as simulation,...
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Psychological Aspects of Cyberspace: Theory, Research, ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2008

	Hundreds of millions of people across the world use the Internet every day. Its functions vary, from shopping and banking to chatting and dating. From a psychological perspective, the Internet has become a major vehicle for interpersonal communication that can significantly affect people's decisions, behaviors, attitudes and emotions....
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Sensor Network OperationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Designing and operating sensor networks, featuring leading researchers and the latest, yet unpublished findings   

   

   Sensor Network Operations introduces mission-oriented sensor networks as distributed dynamic systems of interacting sensing devices, which function as a network to execute complex...
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Microwave Circuits for 24 GHz Automotive Radar in Silicon-based TechnologiesSpringer, 2010

	There are continuous efforts focussed on improving road traffic safety worldwide. Numerous vehicle safety features such as driver assistance systems have been invented. Many driver assistance features rely on radar-based sensors, but are highly-priced. Realization of low-cost radar front-end circuits would enable their implementation in less...
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Fatigue Testing and  Analysis: Theory and PracticeButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
This book is a summary of experimental and analytical techniques essential to students and practicing engineers for conducting mechanical component design and durability testing. There is a serious need for engineers to have an overview on the entire methodology of durability testing and reliability to bridge the gap between fundamental fatigue...
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Machine Vision : Theory, Algorithms, PracticalitiesMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
In the last 40 years, machine vision has evolved into a mature field embracing a wide range of applications including surveillance, automated inspection, robot assembly, vehicle guidance, traffic monitoring and control, signature verification, biometric measurement, and analysis of remotely sensed images. While researchers and industry specialists...
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Understanding IPv6Microsoft Press, 2002
 This book is a straightforward discussion of the concepts, principles, and processes of Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) and how IPv6 is supported by the Microsoft Windows .NET Server 2003 family of operating systems. It is primarily a discussion of protocols and processes rather than a discussion of planning, configuration, deployment, and...
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C# in Depth: What you need to master C# 2 and 3Manning Publications, 2008
C# in Depth is a completely new book designed to propel existing C# developers to a higher level of programming skill. One simple principle drives this book: explore a few things deeply rather than offer a shallow view of the whole C# landscape. If you often find yourself wanting just a little more at the end of a typical chapter, this is...
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DSP for In-Vehicle and Mobile SystemsSpringer, 2004
DSP for In-Vehicle and Mobile Systems is focused on digital signal processing strategies for improving information access, command and control, and communications for in-vehicle environments. It is expected that the next generation of human-to-vehicle interfaces will incorporate speech, video/image, and wireless communication modalities to provide...
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